Kalapini Komkali

THEMATIC CONCERTS
Here are some impor tant THEMATIC concerts performed in the last few years-

1. GEET VARSHA
This special concert conceived originally by Kumarji, redesigned by Kalapini.
Compositions showing all moods and shades of monsoon. Includes beautiful folk
tunes, Traditional Khayal, Bandishes, Thumries, Jhula etc.

2. AAYI BADARIYA
This concert includes different varieties of compositions describing the beauty of
clouds.

3. GEET VASANT
Conceived originally by Kumarji, now performed with a few additions according
to need of time. A vastly varied composition shows different colours and joys of
spring.

4. AAYO BASANT
Performed individually includes traditional compositions as well as Kumarji's.
with Rasia, folk songs, Hori ect. depicting advent of 'BASANT and the beauty of
nature till the festival of Holi.

5. SAGUN-NIRGUN BHAJANS
Poetries of saint Surdas, Tulsidas, Meera, Tukaram, Kabir and
Gorakhnath etc.
6. NIRGUN GAAN
A special concert with poet Ashok Vajpeyi performed on
2nd October 'Gandhi Ka Nirgun' at NCPA Mumbai on the occasion of
Gandhi Jayanti. The program describes Nirgun by Kumarji, Nirgun of
Kabir and Nirgun thinking of Gandhiji.
7. MALWA KI LOKDHUNE
This is Kumarji's unique research on folk tunes of Malwa showing the
origins of classical raagas. A very rare programme.
8. MALWA RAAG RANG
A morning concert includes some Dhun Ugam Raga's created by Kumarji,
and other compositions and bhajans in 'Malawi' dialect.
9. GANDHARVA SUR
A musical tribute to Guru Pt. Kumar Gandharva
This program is jointly performed by Kalapini and Bhuvanesh Komkali.
A special concert that includes largely appriciated compositions
Composed by Pt. Kumar Gandharva such as Abhangs, Sagun and Nirgun
Bhajans etc.
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